THE CLUB HOUSE #6017
Antique pine finish, off white and gold face with black roman numerals and hands. Black panel insert dial with design. Mantel Size: 16" x 12" x 5½". $55.00

THE GRILL ROOM #6016
Dark Mediterranean finish, spun gold dial with contemporary golf ball design. Brass hands and tee design below dial. Size: 11" x 20½". $37.00

THE PRO SHOP #6014
Antique pine finish with raised golf ball & tee dial design. Brass hands encircled with club name or your own copy (22 letters max.) at no extra charge. Size: 12" x 16". $35.00

THE 19TH HOLE #6015
Colorful golfer illustrated in six colors on antique pine finish, off-white numerals with brass hands. Size: 11½" x 20½". $37.00 $45.00

All Clocks Battery Operated (battery not included) and have a one year guarantee on movement. Custom name plate decorating charge of 10¢ for each letter engraved (metal name plate free). Consult your pro for crest cost (as shown on #6016 & #6017). To send order direct to Miller include check and you must list your Golf Professional's name, club and club address.

AVAILABLE THROUGH GOLF PROFESSIONAL SHOPS ONLY.

For more information circle number 259 on card

MILLER GOLF COMPANY
Randolph, Mass. 02368
DiFiní: first name in golfwear.
Tough, versatile, resistant to pressures... marks of a great pro!

Our N282 spikeproof carpet never stops proving its professionalism

This custom woven Wilton is America's most widely specified country club carpet. And for good reason! In actual installations in locker rooms, pro shops and grills, it is still unscarred and fresh-looking after long years of pounding spikes, tracked-in mud and spilled drinks.

Because each order is 100% customized, your club's emblem, initials or special design can be woven into the carpet. Or you can select from our extensive library of country club designs, in colors of your choice.

N282 carpet has been proven the soundest possible investment for easy care, long service life, rich appearance, acoustical qualities and protection against slip and falls.

SEND COUPON FOR FREE CARPET SAMPLE AND LIST OF CLUBS USING IT

Philadelphia Carpet Co.
Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, PA 19134

Please send free sample of N282 spikeproof carpet and brochure listing clubs where it is installed.

Name
Club
Address
City State Zip

PHILADELPHIA Carpet Company
Division of Shaw Industries, Inc.
Weaving Division: Allegheny Ave. & C St., Phila., PA 19134
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Go for a quiet drive: Harley-Davidson.

When you shoot, you want silence. You get it from Harley-Davidson gasoline golf cars. Thanks to the unique ignition system, which starts and stops the engine as you press and release the accelerator. When you want it quiet, simply lift your foot off the pedal. And play your next shot, in absolute silence. When you’re ready to move on, just depress the accelerator, and off you go. Quietly. As a matter of fact, a Harley-Davidson gas car on the move is quieter than normal conversation. And far quieter than any other gas car on the circuit. Harley-Davidson golf cars, gas or electric—very quiet complements for your course. AMF | HARLEY-DAVIDSON. Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.
The new Ryan Pro-Edge is a power tool designed to edge border turf around sand traps and bunkers. It trims shaggy hazards in minutes. Leaves them neat and "inviting."

A rugged 3 HP engine powers four rotating, spring-steel tines which slice at high speeds. Tines are easily and inexpensively replaced.

The Pro-Edge is also ideal for edging blacktop paths, driveways, etc. It works on level or rolling turf.

Write for FREE Ryan literature.

For more information circle number 205 on card.

EXCLUSIVELY BY
MILLER GOLF COMPANY
Randolph, Mass. 02368

Pro-Edge makes traps look inviting
No need for special size drinking containers—
BAR BUOY HOLDS THEM ALL

Chrome-Plated Steel—$3.95
Chrome-Plated Brass—$4.95

No tools needed.
Fits all pull type carts.
Instantly attachable, removable mounting clamp.
Attach the "Golfer's Bar Buoy" clamp in any convenient location on the cart. Snap on the swivel-action drinkholder, and all drinks stay spill-proof level either in motion or parked. Mounting bracket adjusts to 12 different positions.

Enjoy a cooling beverage with your game. Take the 19th hole along on all 18. Get your "GOLFER'S BAR BUOY" today.

ALADDIN LABORATORIES, INC.
620 S. 8th St., Minneapolis, MN 55404

FREE Swivel action in all directions keeps any drink UPRIGHT

VERDANT FAIRWAYS, DEWY GREENS AND... A MESSAGE FROM YOUR LOCAL GROCER

We recently received a letter from the secretary of a golf club proudly informing us of their "ingenious" idea for putting a little extra cash into the coffers—selling advertising space on tee cones and golf cars to local businesses. As each member of our editorial staff read this, the general reaction was to either recoil in silent horror or emit something tantamount to "Ugh!"

Of course, these immediate reactions are triggered by the mental picture of a golf course invaded by garish signs touting the virtues of everything from Honest Harry's Used Car Lot to Miss Lorraine's Beauty Salon. Such a practice destroys one of the primary pleasures of golf—brief respite from the workaday world. And if this were the only reason, we would still vehemently condemn advertising on the golf course. But there are other reasons and ones with more far-ranging implications.

Property taxes and rising operating costs are forcing many clubs in urban and suburban areas out of existence. GOLFDOM and its sister publication, GOLF MAGAZINE, have been making every effort to halt this trend. Through major articles, mailings and presentations, we have been trying to alert the industry to the threat and convince legislators of the value of the open spaces, which golf courses represent, to the creation of "green-belts" and the protection of our environment. We also reason that in order to save these valuable courses and other open areas, their financial burden should be eased via tax breaks. How absurd these arguments would become if these very courses, which we view as precious oases in an asphalt-covered world, were covered with ads.

Any private club contemplating the sale of ad space also had better think about its nonprofit status. Remember 5 per cent is the limit on outside revenue, and ad income falls into this category.

If we sound unduly aroused, just check out some ski resorts where chairlifts are now "decorated" with ads. And how many sporting events have you tuned in on TV, only to be distracted by ads plastered around arena walls? During a recently televised world championship figure skating event, the announcer felt impelled to apologize several times as the competitors went gliding by a backdrop of ads. At one point, he said something to the effect that although they complained, there was nothing the network could do to eliminate their presence.

The situation in golf has not gotten to this point, but ugliness doesn't take a very long time to gain a foothold—and that is why GOLFDOM wants to see the idea of selling ad space on courses "nipped in the bud." We are not unaware of the financial straits that some facilities are in right now, and that they must find means to build up revenues, but certainly there are better and less offensive ways. And to this end, GOLFDOM will continue to present ideas to help such clubs out of their financial binds. But we will never advocate or condone anything that damages the image and spirit of the game.

VINCENT J. PASTENA
EDITOR
First class reasons for stocking AVC golf gloves

For a number of reasons, Acushnet's AVC golf gloves are in a class by themselves. One great reason is the fact that you've got the Acushnet name, with unbeatable Acushnet service out of eight warehouse points. Another reason? AVC gloves come in the wildest assortment of matching and contrasting colors imaginable. We defy anyone to be stymied trying to match up any AVC with any outfit they might be wearing.

The gloves themselves are tops on tour for equally as great reasons. Super-thin Cabretta leather that fits like a second skin. Its one-piece thumb construction keeps the seam snug to the side of the thumb, assuring a comfortable grip at all times. And an adjustable Velcro backing which assures the tightest, snuggest fit for the life of the glove.

All in all, Acushnet AVC gloves have a lot going for them. So there's a lot going for you, too.
From its precision engineering to its luxurious execution, every E-Z-Go Car delivers the kind of reliable performance year after year that others can only talk about. Put simply, it's the most solid blue chip investment you can make when you're looking for a fleet of golf cars. And we'd like to prove it to you. Write: E-Z-Go Car, A division of Textron Inc., P.O. Box 388, Augusta, Georgia 30903.

E-Z-GO.
The finest golf car made.